Chris and his sister Maddy

£2,200 could pay for the role of a
Sibling Support Worker for one month
Children and young people growing up with a poorly
brother or sister often get less attention from parents and
have more worries and responsibilities than their peers.
Acorns Children's Hospice has a dedicated Sibling Support team that
facilitates group sessions and offers 1:1 therapeutic support.

Can you help us to provide support for children with a sibling
who is life limited or life threatened?
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About Sibling Support
Some children may have had to grow up early and become selfsufficient or independent from a young age. Their brother or
sister's complex care needs may demand a lot of their mum or
dad's attention and they may become a young carer themselves.
Research nationally has shown that throughout the pandemic,
81% of parents with a disabled child said their sibling child's
mental health had worsened and 40% of young siblings were
feeling isolated and missing support from family and friends.**
At Acorns, each of our hospices has a dedicated Sibling Support
Worker who works tirelessly to get to know each child and
young person and to meet their individual needs including
pivoting to virtual support during the pandemic.

Luca with his mum and big brother Zach

We support over 200 siblings every year across our hospices

81
siblings at our
Birmingham hospice*

60
siblings at our Three
Counties hospice*

91
siblings at our Black
Country hospice*
*Number of siblings supported in Jan 21

1:1 Sibling Support
When a child or young person requires intensive support, our
Sibling Support Workers offer 1:1 sessions. The sessions are
adapted to meet the needs of the individual including their
unique family situation and cultural preferences.
1:1 support can help children to explore their emotions and
their sense of identity and can improve their mental health
and wellbeing. It provides an opportunity for a child to talk
about their hopes, dreams, and fears in a safe space, without
judgment. During the lockdown, some siblings felt they had
lost support from friends and teachers and were helped
immensely by check-in calls from their trusted Sibling
Worker.

Haniya with her big sisters Zoya and Alina

**New report - "Lonely Lockdown. Life for siblings of disabled children in the UK"
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Group Sessions
Group sessions are a fun experience offered to young people and
provide an opportunity to meet others who may be in a similar
situation to them.
“One of the main things that siblings get from the groups is the feeling
that they’re not alone. You’re not the only one who is woken up in the
middle of the night by an ambulance; you’re not the only one who listens
out for coughs or beeping machines; you’re not the only one who worries
if your mum and dad are ok; and you’re not the only one who has suffered
the loss of a brother or sister.” ~ Sarah Childs, Sibling Support Worker
During the pandemic, sessions have been held virtually with activities
such as Bingo, quizzes and a 'Poem Slam.' When lockdown restrictions
ease, we look forward to welcoming siblings back to the hospices to
enjoy activities including gardening, arts and crafts, and board games.

Days Out
Many of the children and young people supported by Acorns
Sibling Support team are not able to go for days out with their
family very often.
Acorns Sibling Support Workers make it possible for these
children and teenagers to go on outings, from a trip to the cinema
to a day out bowling. These experiences enrich the lives of these
young people and give an opportunity for them to explore their
hobbies and interests.

Sarah, Sibling Support Worker
"In my role, I focus on these siblings and make sure they feel like the centre
of attention. I'll meet with the sibling to assess their needs and feelings.
Sometimes I may suggest one-to-one support or I'll see if they want to come
to our Sibling Groups.
"During the groups, I plan activities that the children will enjoy, but also
benefit from. Many of the children just want to run around and play or kick
a ball with the other siblings because they are unable to do this at home.
It's nice to provide them with the opportunity to just be children.
"They often find it hard to talk to children at school because they are the
only one with a poorly brother or sister. When they come to Acorns,
however, they can have a conversation about how it is making them feel."

Sarah Childs,
SilbingSupport Worker
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Adapting to Covid-19
At the height of the pandemic, our Sibling Support teams sent over
390 activity packs to siblings across the West Midlands.
The packs contained specially tailored activities to enable siblings to
explore their thoughts and feelings, which can then be shared with a
trusted adult. Developing new Covid strategies has been central to
many of the conversations that Sibling workers have been holding
with siblings and their parents or carers.

Funding

Cassidy, an
Acorns Sibling

It costs around £10 million each year to fund Acorns services at our three children's hospices in Birmingham,
Worcester and Walsall, and in the community, providing care for the child and support for the family. We rely
heavily on the community to fund the majority of our activities. In the past year, the local community has
provided 65% of the money needed to run our lifeline care and support.
It costs approx £79,200 to fund the role of Acorns Sibling Support team each year and each day trip costs
approx £500.

Your £2,200 could fund the role of a Sibling Support Worker for a month, providing
children and young people with vital support to help them to cope with the
challenges that come from having a life limited or life threatened brother or sister.

"Zach worries about Luca. Talking to other children in
the same boat really helps.
"Talking to someone else is easier for him, he opens up
and shares his emotions so much more than he does
with us."
Luca and his big
brother Zach

Faye, Luca and Zack's mum

The benefits for you
> Celebrating the impact of your support with a thank you on social media and a certificate
> Your story featured in Acorns corporate e-news and your logo on our website
> A dedicated Acorns account manager to support you with PR and marketing
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Get in touch
If you have any
questions, would like any
further information or if
you'd like to support us,
please contact our
Partnerships team

To get in touch with our
Partnerships team please call
01564 825 037 or email
partnerships@acorns.org.uk

Find out what life is like at our hospices
/acornschildrenshospice
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